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History:How does an Area Minimizing Sequence Converge
and what does it converge to?*

CFFS Federer - Fleming Annals 1960
defined the Flat and Weak Convergence

" of Submanifolds and integral currents in EN
and proved a Compactness Theorem for them.

[IK] Ambrosio - Kirchheim Acta 2000
defined integral currents in a metric space, Z,

-

" and proved aCompactness Theorem for them.

e

[Sw] Sormani-Wenger JDG 2011

↓? defined the intrinsic flat convergence of
Riemannian Manifolds and integral current spaces

-

[W] Wenger CVPDE 2011
? proved a Compactness Theorem for them. Al



Federer - Fleming introduced integral currents in EN
to study the convergence of submanifolds in

EN

Plateau Problem:Is inSArcalMD: 2M ="cEJachieved?

Take MjcEs.t2Mj= S' and Area (M,) -> infArea(m): 2M=$'}

0 Ms
Mt a

r flat disk IY"N"*
M;converge weaklyas integral currents to My:

ifsw-w for any differential form

w =adxndy +bdyndz +cdzndx
2



Note that CMj-2 Mo because

Sn =Sd -> Sem=m for any one
forme

n =Adx+Bdy + Cd=

FF: M; -Mo -> limit Area/Mj)? Area (Mal
j
-x

To handle nonsmooth limits FF defined

integral currents, T,which act on forms'

with boundarydefined byCT(n) =T (dy) and

masss.t. Ij-To => lmint Mass (Tj) =Mass (TO).

->



Federer - Fleming Compactness Theorem:

IfMass (Mj)2 V and Mass (2Mj) = A and MjcKcompact

Then a subseq Mj To where Jo is an integral current.

Definition:To. is an integral current if

IBowel sets ACIRW and Lipschitz G::Ait (N

and weights asel s.t.To(w)=a: f4.*w
I=1

and 25 has finite mass. · Ai

Whydo theyneed weights?Doubling and cancellation:

· "e-gett
I



FFCompactness Theorem solves the Plateau Problem:

Plateau Problem:Is inSArcalMD: 2M ="cEJachieved?

Take MjcEs.t2Mj= S' and Area (M,) -> infArea(m): 2M=$'}
e

7Satisfies: Mass(Mg)A andEniEUand Mjc K compact
after chopping

Thus:M,

*"& -To
Furthermore:Mass (Tol: limit Area ()M,)=infArea(m): 2M=$'}

j =x

and 2 Tw =weak lim JM; =weak him I
=S

So To achieves the infinum in the Platean Problem!



How to see convergence to a flat disk?

M = Must Shows:
flatdisk I**" -

In the picture above, let Bi=regron between Mi and I

(w -(w =Sw =)dw -0 because volto
Mi ID2

-

FFdefined the flat (b) (Whitney) distance between currents

ITj-Falp inf[Mass(A)+Mass (B):A +DB =I - to3

I To implies ij - To
because Ij(w)-Ta(v) =A,(w) +2B;(w)

=Aj(w) +Bj(dw)
- 0

FF proved the converse when Mass (Tj) + Mass (2Tj) =K.



Textbook Recommendation for FF. theory:

Geometric Measure TheorybyMorgan

Next we survey:

[IK] Ambrosio - Kirchheim Acta 2000
defined integral currents in a metric space, Z,
and proved aCompactness Theorem for them.

[Sw] Sormani-Wenger JDG 2011

defined the intrinsic flat convergence of
Riemannian Manifolds and integral current spaces

-

[W] Wenger CVPDE 2011

proved a Compactness Theorem for them.



Ambrosio -Kirchheim defined SAK]

Integral Currents on Metric Spaces
Consider a complete metric space (z,dz)
we have no differential forms so we take

W =(f,T, . . .m) to be a tuple of functions
where f:z- IR bounded and Lipschitz

and ii: Z
-IP Lipschitz

Lipschitz submanifolds. 9: M*+Z act on tuples:

%4.MD (f,x. . . .m) =f09d(n,og)... damoi
They define

dw=(1if, x. .. .m) so that 9 (MD (dw) =9.42M1(w)



Ambrosio - Kirchheim: a rectifiable current,T, is

-
a current acting on tuples such that there exists

disjointBovel sets AicI* and bilipschitz Gr:Ai-Z rmages

S and weights asEl s.t. T -a:49AD
such that lai) H*(9:(i)) < 0. (finite mass)

i =1

T is an integer rectifiable current if ait.

So T(f,x,... km)=a:Sfogid(nogin... dans9:
Note the collection of chart'sG::Aitzis not unique.

T, =TT, (f,x, . . .m)=Tzlf,x,.. -m) for all tuples



Ambrosio - Kirchheim:an integral current, T, T

is an integer rectifiable current whose

boundary, 67, is also integer rectifiable. S
where 2T(f,x, . . .m) =T(I, f, t, . . .m) &T

WeakConvergence as currents:

Tj- Ts E) Tj(w)-Tr(co) for all tuples, w.

Then as before Ij +To -> CTj]]To·

Al define mass so that limit Mass (Tj)=Mass (Tr).
j
-x

AK Compactness Theorem: If Iis a compact
metric space

and Tj are integral currents s.t Mass (Tj) =Vo and Mass(CTj) = Ao
then a subsequence T; - To which is an integral current.

possibly O.



Federer-Fleming had the same compactness theoremN

for I compact inside Euclidean Space E
integral

Recall EFdefined the flat (b) distance between currents
(whitney)

IT.-T1y =inf[Mass(A)+Mass (B):A +DB =T, -Tz3=dEYT,Fz)
EN Theyproved that, under

the hypothesis

of their compactness theorem,-nicean
I - To > IT-Trl+ O

Wenger studied the flat (dE) distance between
integral
currents

in a complete metric space 2 and proved
the same results.

for Ambrosio - Kinchheim'snotion of integral currents.



Best source for Ambrosio - Kirchheim Theory
is the original article:

[IK] Ambrosio - Kirchheim Acta 2000
defined integral currents in a metric space, Z,
and proved aCompactness Theorem for them.

Next we survey:

[Sw] Sormani-Wenger JDG 2011

defined the intrinsic flat convergence of
Riemannian Manifolds and integral current spaces

-

[W] Wenger CVPDE 2011

proved a Compactness Theorem for them.



↑
Extrinsic us Intrinsic

All thesenotions in [FF] and [AK] are
defined

relative to an extrinsic space,E.

Submanifolds, My, converge to limits, Ma,

based on how the Mysit inside
Z.

in ZExample: Mywith anincreasingly
narroware

to the

-l
However, viewed intrinsically theseMi =[0,2]x(0.1]

are all the same so theydo not converge
to M=20,17x40,47]



Sormani-Wenger defined an intrinsic flat
distance and

convergence for
a sequence of

oriented Riemannian Manifolds imitating
Gromou's defn of intrinsic Hansdorff distance:
F

Mj ->Mo- dy (Mj.MaltO where

I N;dx (Mj,Ma)= inf[d(tjI;DTaDMaD: ·Fresand Icomplete

where the infinum is overall complete I

and over all distance preserving maps 4j: M;
+Z

dz(Yj(p),Tj(g)) =di; (pig) tp,geM;



SW also defined the intrinsic flat distance for

integral current spaces (X,d,T metric

which are metric spaces (X,d) ↓I completion

with an integral current I defined on X

such that X-set (T) =SpeX: liminyp(r), 03r-0

Note that these spaces are rectifiable with

oriented weighted Lipshitzcharts 9::Ai-X

such that T =Za:GixA:D and HM(X (8,9:(A:)) =0
i=1

and so are 2(X,d, T)= (set (25), d, 2F).

We also defined the space (0,0,0) in each dimension.



The intrinsic flat distance between Mj= (Xjidj,Tj)
Yj:X,+ z

dx (Mj, Ma) =inf[d(jx)Tj), Yax(Ta) C · distpres3
and Icomplete

where the int is over all complete metric spaces I

Iso itdoes notdepend on a specific extrinsic El

and all distance preserving maps 4: X; + 2

/so the spaces are
not folded

Z

The flat distance diis defined using
currents in t

3dECT,,Tz) =inf [Mass(A)+Mass (is) / A
+2B =Tr-Tz

is taken between push forwardszxt(2.4m=sfoxxotmoto



Sormani-Wenger dr((X,d,T, ), (Xz,d,Tzl) =0
I an isometryF:(X,,di) + (Xz,da) s.t. FxTi

= T2.

Sormani-Wenger:If MyMa then 57 complete
and there are distance

preserving 4j: M;
-> 2

such that dECjxTj,YoxTal - O so

-My Es2Mo where ((X,d,T) =(set (25), d, 25)

and limit Mass(M;) Mass (Mal where Mass(M):Mass (T)
j
-c

Wenger: If Mr= (XjidjTs) are integral current spaces
and Mass (M;) =Vo, Mass (bMj)?Ao, and Diam/Mj)Do
then IM:MY where My is an integral current space

I (possiblyon



Applications ofIntrinsic Flat Convergence
will be discussed in Brian Allen'sLectures.

For links to all these papers and many
more

aboutintrinsic flat convergence see

https://sites.google.com/site/intrinsicflat convergence)

Thank You.
email me at

Questions Below: Somanic egmail.com



Question 1:Given an oriented Riemannian

Munfold, how to define charts pictory

to define an integral current space?
Fix orientation on

Mm

M
M Take a collection
Xof smooth, charts-

oriented

9:UiR*-
MM

O Then restrict Us
to Ai⑧

ug to ensure 9::Aich:R*
-MY

are disjoint
Use weight :ai

Get two integral current spaces:one for each orientation



https://sites.google.com/site/professorsormani/home/teaching/fourier-s21

https://sites.google.com/site/professorsormani/home/teaching/fields-institute-lectures-2017

The nice thing about integral current spaces
is we have dispoint charts

so no

to check.
transition maps
And 9,only have to be Lipschutz.
Best Resource is original IDG 2011 article

by Sormaniwanger.
Videos of Courses about Intrinsic Flat Convergence:



Question1. What was the inspiration
for intrinsic flat convergence?
Ilmaren Example Mj=(sigil

with scaly?O

OD0
3

He asked someone to define a nation
S

of convergence sit the
limit of his

example is $3 GHA convergence fails.



Wenger and
I thought this looks who

DR Stat convergence. So we worked

to define an intrinsic version

of this notion.
-

email me of you have a questions
sormanic & gmail.com

xofMass is below:



fixedT

E.wY use [AK]Diefr: Mass (T) =1ITII (E) where ITI is the

minimal Borel measure,, s.t. T(A, n, ...m),Lip (n)SafMM
over all measures

Ituples If,,. ...m

~

Thus: (jidj,tj) E, Maida,Tal=>Irmint Mass (Tj) =Mass (Tal
j+x

Theorem (AK] lIT11 =0,X, HML setT

·a sixavenfactor ofBanaspan tamin
feeinwhere 0. (x):integer weightof T at

x

T

⑧

- sup(i): parallelopiped R. B, s.t. Rcany(x [Cme
where B is the unit ballin tanj(x

Note thatif. tanyx is Hilbertthen 12 ===


